For Immediate Release

Youth for Asian Theater presents Where is the Hero?
Thursday, July 28, 2011, at 7:00 P.M.
Lowell High School
1101 Eucalyptus Drive, San Francisco
Admission FREE
Join Youth for Asian Theater for an evening of creative original plays written, directed, and performed by
San Francisco high school youth.

“My Name is Munchkin”
Written by Robyn Huey, directed by Melanie Lee and Robyn Huey.
A young man.s attempt to sell his home opens more doors than he expected.

“Fresh Air”
Written and directed by Kim Do .
A maid conspires to help Lizzy, whose brother has been keeping her under house arrest, breathe fresh air.

“Minor”
Written and directed by Arty Zhang.
A teenage girl rethinks her purchase from Apple, while the same purchase leads the Apple store employees to re-evaluate their lives.

“Perfect Score”
Written by Lisa Lee, directed by Kim Do.
Soomi is willing to do anything to get into a good college, but her only cohort seems more interested in pizza than her.

“Devil”
Written by Ollie Reyes, directed by Melanie Lee.
Satan gives away the most delicious cake in the world.

“Voice of Truth”
Written by Norris Almare, directed by Jacinta Wu.
Lottie McGrady: Dead. Samuel: Deaf, found with knife in hand. Guilty?

“Psychic Therapy”
Written and directed by Matt Kitagawa.
Akira seeks out answers from a not-so-typical source.

“Idea Needed”
Written and directed by Delaney Woo.
The forces of good and evil struggle over the mind of the average boy.

Youth for Asian Theater began as an organization for Asian-American students who sought a creative
outlet through which they could express the frustration, drama, and comedy that come with living between the
traditional world of their immigrant parents and the metropolitan city of San Francisco. We welcome all
students, regardless of ethnicity, to celebrate through theater the rich heritage of the world’s greatest cultural
center.
Company also includes the following:
Company also includes: Amanda Balomaga, Jeffrey Li, Jesse Chung, Julie Lam, Kenny Li, Liang Wu, Nicholas
Borgault, Norman Yu, Paul Mallari, Polina Litvak, Reena Lam, Reza Kurniawan, Sydney Chan, Terry Kitagawa, and
Viola Mai.

For more information, visit us at www.yfat.org

